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£56,500

Audi R8 V10 QUATTRO

General Info

Vehicle Features

Engine:

5.2 Petrol Manual

Price:

Not Specified

£56,500

Body Type:

2 Dr Coupe

Owners:

1

Mileage:

19,201

Reg Date:

March 2010 (10)

Colour:

Brilliant Red Gloss

Vehicle Description
Here we have our great looking 2010 Audi R8 V10 Manual Coupe. Such a clean pure example this one cannot be missed. Great low
miles our Audi R8 is ready to be enjoyed and driven.
The Audi R8 is an all-around supercar, which you can drive at ease on a daily basis if needed. These cars are now at such a great value
it is certainly one to consider when looking for your next supercar. Ours is the V10 5.2 model also with a manual gearbox, which is
the one to own. Also maybe last of the true V10 engines ever to be produced!
Our example has been looked after and it shows, complete with a full Audi main dealer history. Originally, from East Kent Audi the
last service was carried by Teesside Audi, miles 17,168 which it was given a full clean bill of health and a full major service. We have
two keys and all original service books on site plus invoices. Also, include in the sale we will service and MOT the car for its new
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